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Nonlinear optical response functions for a chromophore with linear
and quadratic electron–vibration coupling
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Two models for the third-order response function of a two-electronic level chromophore are
investigated. The first assumes an excited state vibrational Hamiltonian whose phonon modes
exhibit both linear and diagonal quadratic electron–phonon coupling. Impulsive stimulated photon
echoes are calculated for this model. The second assumes linear electron–phonon coupling
including vibrational relaxation and pure electronic dephasing. Impulsive two-pulse photon echo
signals and their dependence on temperature and electron–phonon coupling strength are calculated
for this model. The initial fast nonexponential~free-induction! decay due to all multiphonon
transitions, quantum beats and the slow decay component due to the zero-phonon line~pure
electronic dephasing! are identified and correlated with features of the single-site absorption
spectrum whose relationship to the hole burned spectrum is well understood. Pure electronic
dephasing associated with the zero-phonon line contributes to the decay of the quantum beats. This
contribution may be non-negligible at high temperatures in certain systems. An application is made
to the special pair absorption band of the bacterial reaction center. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!52502-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, femtosecond photon echo spectroscopies h
been used to study optical coherence loss of electronic t
sitions of molecular chromophores in liquids.1–12 Of particu-
lar interest has been the dephasing due to inertial~librational!
modes~‘‘phonons’’! which couple linearly to theS1←S0

electronic transition. The damping of these Franck–Con
active phonons can lead to coherence loss on the femto
ond time scale. We recently suggested that13,14 the study of
optical coherence loss of chromophores in glasses and in
glass forming solvents could lead to a better understand
of the phononic contribution to dephasing in liquids. Th
suggestion stemmed from the results of persistent spe
hole burning studies of Al–phthalocyanine tetrasulphonat
glassy water13 and ethanol14 between 5 K and temperature
close to their glass transition temperature (Tg), 135 and 95
K, respectively. In the case of water it was shown that
values of the linear electron–phonon coupling parame
and inhomogeneous broadening of the zero-phonon
@~ZPL!, i.e., pure electronic transition# determined from the 5
K spectra, when used with the expression of Hayeset al.15

for the hole burned spectrum, provided a good accountin
the temperature dependence of APT’s hole burned spect
The linear electron–phonon coupling is dominated by a
cm21 phonon with a small Huang–Rhys factor of 0.55~the
width of the one-phonon profile associated with the 38 cm21

phonon is 45 cm21).16 The corresponding frequencies fo

a!Electronic mail: gsmall@ameslab.gov
1010021-9606/99/110(2)/1017/8/$15.00
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glassy ethanol and methanol are 26 and 17 cm21,
respectively.17 The 38, 26 and 17 cm21 phonons were as
signed as pseudolocalized with amplitude centered on A
and nearest neighbor solvent molecules. The high resolu
of the temperature-dependent hole spectra led to the con
sion that, at temperatures*15 K,17 the dephasing of the ZPL
is due to the exchange coupling mechanism associated
diagonal quadratic electron–phonon coupling.18,19 The qua-
dratic coupling gives rise to a mode frequency change u
electronic excitation of the chromophore. For glassy wa
the exchange coupling was found to be due to two phon
with frequencies of 50 and 180 cm21 which correspond to
the acoustic modes of water. For glassy ethanol, an excha
coupling mode of 50 cm21 was identified which coincides
with the lowest energy peak in the spectral density of liqu
ethanol.

The combination of spectral hole burning and phot
echo spectroscopies is well suited for determination of
similarities and differences between optical coherence los
glasses and liquids which can be expected to depend on
liquid and the value ofT2Tg.0. Of particular interest
would be identification of ultrafast dynamics from inerti
modes unique to the liquid. Interpretation of the results
such experiments, however, requires linear and nonlinea
sponse functions for finite temperature that provides a c
sistent and physically acceptable description of the sing
site absorption, hole-burned and photon echo spectra
recently pointed out by Nagasawaet al.20 and Bardeen
et al.21 in their studies of the temperature dependence of
tical coherence loss of chromophores in polymers.
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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We recently derived an excited state vibrational Ham
tonianHe that, in addition to linear coupling, includes dia
onal quadratic coupling.22 This Hamiltonian, which is ad-
equate for mode frequency changes smaller than 30%,
used to obtain the linear response or two-point correla
function and provides a good description of the tempera
dependences of the ZPL, multiphonon and sequence tra
tions. ~Sequence transitions correspond tonj9→nj85nj9 ,
wherenj9 andnj8 are the quantum numbers of modej for the
ground and exited electronic states, respectively.! For ex-
ample, in the case of linear coupling only the widths of t
nj950→nj8 progression members are given bygel

1nj8g j (nj850,1, . . . ) whereg j is the damping constant fo
phonon j. That gel adds to the widths of the multiphono
transition has a physical basis.22 The linear dependence o
nj8 ~folding! is valid for any phonon relaxation mechanis
that is linear in the coordinate of the phonon. Such fold
has been observed for chromophores in host crystals.23,24The
structure of the linear response function is such that all tr
sitions in the single-site absorption spectrum carry Loren
ian line shapes. However, the modification required to
count for a distribution of values forv j due to structural
heterogeneity is straightforward. The new linear respo
function was found, for example, to provide a good desc
tion of the temperature dependence of the hole-burned s
trum of the special pair band of the bacterial reaction cen
The response functions are applicable to systems wh
phonons are underdamped,g j,v j .

In this paper the temperature dependent third-order
sponse function for the aforementioned HamiltonianHe is
obtained. In order to demonstrate quantum beats from q
dratic coupling, it is used to calculate the impulsive stim
lated photon echo~PE! signal in the limit of large inhomo-
geneous broadening for a linearly and quadratically coup
phonon. The third-order response function which includ
both phononic damping and pure electronic dephasing is
rived for linear coupling only using the results of Ref. 2
which include an expression for the phonon line shape fu
tion, gph(t;T). The four-point correlation function define
the echo response functions which enter into the expres
for the third-order polarization that describes all four-wa
mixing spectroscopies including the three-pulse stimula
photon echo~SPE!. Applications are made to impulsive ech
spectroscopy. The results provide a clear picture of the b
aspects of the echo profile which include the faster a
slower components of the echo decay due to the multipho
transitions ~phonon sideband! and ZPL as well as the
phonon-induced quantum beats.25–34 Particular attention is
given to the dependency of the two-pulse echo signal fo
fixed temperature on the value of the Huang–Rhys factoS
of the active phonon, the dependence of the signal for fixeS
on the temperature, the relationship between the integr
echo signal and the single-site absorption spectrum and
dynamical information contained in the quantum beat p
files. Consistent with the widths of the multiphonon abso
tion transitions,vide supra,we find that the pure electroni
dephasing (gel) contributes to the decay of the quantu
beats. Finally, the two-pulse PE signals are calculated in
low temperature limit for the special pair absorption band
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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the bacterial reaction center and compared with the result
recent accumulated PE experiments.35

II. THE THIRD-ORDER RESPONSE FUNCTION

We begin by reviewing the equations in the book
Mukamel36 that are the starting point for this work.37 The
nonlinear response function which governs four-wave m
ing ~4 WM! experiments is

S~3!~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!52\23u~ t1!u~ t2!u~ t3!

3Im(
a51

4

Ra~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!, ~1!

where$Ra(t1 ,t2 ,t3)%a51
4 are the nonlinear correlation func

tions, u(tn) is the Heaviside step function, andt1 ,t2 ,t3 are
the interaction intervals between the system and radia
field, vide infra.TheRa’s are obtainable from the four-poin
correlation function

F~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4![^Vge~t1!Vge~t2!Vge~t3!Vge~t4!&, ~2!

with

Vge~t!5expS i

\
Hgt DVgeexpS 2

i

\
Het D , ~3a!

Veg~t!5expS i

\
H3t DVegexpS 2

i

\
Hgt D , ~3b!

Here, Veg is the electronic transition dipole moment whic
depends on the nuclear coordinates of the system. Later
will employ the Condon approximation.Hg and He are the
ground and excited state vibrational Hamiltonians. Using
fact that the correlation function is invariant under tim
translation, it can be shown that

R1~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5F~ t1 ,t11t2 ,t11t21t3,0!,

R2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5F~0,t11t2 ,t11t21t3 ,t1!,
~4!

R3~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5F~0,t1,t11t21t3,t11t2!,

R4~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5F~ t11t21t3 ,t11t2 ,t1,0!,

We mention for what follows that when the field is turne
on, the first interaction takes place at timet2t12t22t3 and
creates an optical coherence which evolves for a periodt1 .
The second interaction occurs at timet2t22t3 and converts
the coherence state into a population state which evolves
a periodt2 . The third interaction occurs at timet2t3 and
creates a second electronic coherence that evolves for
t3 . At times t.t3 the optical polarization is calculated.

III. FOUR-POINT CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR
BOTH LINEAR AND QUADRATIC COUPLING

Consider a system with modes that exhibit both line
and diagonal quadratic electron–phonon coupling. Letv9
andv8 be the ground and excited electronic state frequen
of such a mode. The dimensionless normal coordinate for
ground state is defined asq and the dimensionless linea
displacement between the potential energy minima of
two states asd. The vibrational Hamiltonian for the groun
state is
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1019J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 2, 8 January 1999 Toutounji, Small, and Mukamel
Hg5\v9~a1a11/2!, ~5!

with a1 and a the raising and lower operators, i.e.,q
5221/2(a11a). The exact Hamiltonian for the excited sta
He is given in Ref. 22. We do not give it here, the reas
being that even the expression for the two-point correlat
function it would give rise to is quite unwieldy.~It is the
bilinear terms inHe involving a1 anda that are responsible
for this.! For this reason we proposed the following appro
mate expression forHe :22

He5\v8@~a1a1 1
2!1~22r 21!d~a11a!/

A21~22r 21!d2/2#1\V, ~6!

where r 5v8/v9 and \V is the adiabatic electronic energ
gap. This Hamiltonian is adequate forr *0.7 ~without loss of
generality we takev8,v9). The adiabatic gap is related t
the vertical gap by

Vn5V1Seff v8, ~7!

where

Seff5~22r 21!d2/2, ~8!

with Seff an effective Huang–Rhys factor that equalsS
5d2/2 whenv85v9. The approximateHe was used in Ref.
22 to obtain the linear response~two-point correlation! func-
tion J(t;T), for the case of no phonon damping. Cohere
states for the phonons, rather than number states, were
in the derivation. We have used the same approach to ob
the temperature-dependent four-point correlation funct
@F(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4) for the case of no damping, Eq.~A4! of the
Appendix#. It can be used to obtain the echo response fu
tions $Ra(t3 ,t2 ,t1)%a51

4 , Eq. ~4!, which can be used to cal
culate the third-order polarization for any four-wave mixin
experiment.

We consider the impulsive stimulated photon echo
which the three applied pulses are infinitely short. The in
grated intensity of the echo signalSSPE is:

SSPE~t8,t!5E
0

`

dtuR~ t,t,t8!u2ux~ t2t8!u2, ~9!

wheret8 is the delay between the first and second pulses
t is the delay between the second and third pulses. H
R(t3 ,t2 ,t1) is the echo response function defined as

R~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![R2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!1R3~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!. ~10!

While R(t3 ,t2 ,t1) governs the homogeneous~dynamical!
contribution to the dephasing,x(t32t1) governs the static
inhomogeneous contribution. The form of the inhomog
neous broadening termx, vide infra,results in the maximum
of the echo appearing at timet5t8 after the interaction with
the third pulse which we can now consider to have occur
at t50. For t.t8, the echo decays due to dephasing. If
the frequency domain the inhomogeneous broadening is
greater than the homogeneous broadening,x(t2t8) in Eq.
~9! can be approximated by a delta function which results

SSPE~t8,t!5uR~t8,t,t8!u2. ~11!

Figure 1 shows an impulsive SPE signal at 300 K for
linearly and quadratically coupled mode defined byv9
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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5200 cm21, v85150 cm21 andS52. It was calculated us-
ing Eqs.~A4!, ~10!, and~11!. ~Again,t8 is the delay between
the first and second pulses andt the delay between the sec
ond and third.! Although damping is not included, Fig.
reflects an important feature due to quadratic electro
phonon coupling; namely, quantum beats due to interfere
of the ground and excited state phonon waves. This is m
easily seen by looking at a slice in the frequency dom
obtained from Fig. 1. Figure 2 was obtained by performin
Fourier transform of Eq.~11! with t51 fs as follows:

SSPE~v!5
1

p
ReE

0

`

dt8 SSPE~t8!exp@~ iv2g!t8#. ~12!

~A damping rate,g, corresponding to 3 cm21 was intro-
duced.! In addition to the ground and excited state fund
mentalsv9 andv8, one observes their difference frequen
Dv550 cm21 and its multiple 2Dv5100 cm21. The latter
two are responsible for the quantum beats indicated by
arrow in Fig. 1. Note that in the absence of temperatu

FIG. 1. Impulsive stimulated photon echo signal for a system with v
large inhomogeneous broadening and a mode that exhibits both linea
quadratic coupling. It was calculated using Eqs.~A4!, ~10! and ~11! with
v95200 cm21, v85150 cm21, S52.0, g50 andT5300 K.

FIG. 2. Frequency domain slice obtained from Fig. 1 by taking the Fou
transform of Eq.~11! @Eq. ~12!# with t51 fs and uniform damping corre-
sponding to frequency domain widths of 3 cm21.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1020 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 2, 8 January 1999 Toutounji, Small, and Mukamel
dependent data the features in Fig. 2 might be incorre
assigned to three or four distinct linearly coupled modes
the calculations which follow a Gaussian profile is used
the inhomogeneous functionx :

x~ t32t1!5exp@2 1
2w

2~ t32t1!2#, ~13!

where the parameterw is related to the full width half maxi-
mum ~FWHM! of the inhomogeneous profile in the fre
quency domain by FWHM52.35w.

IV. FOUR-POINT CORRELATION FUNCTION WITH
DAMPING FOR LINEAR ELECTRON–VIBRATION
COUPLING

The correlation function given by Eq.~A4! is a new
result which we used in Sec. III to demonstrate the quan
beats that arise from quadratic as well as linear coupl
Unfortunately, inclusion of phonon damping and pure el
tronic dephasing would lead to a very complicated corre
tion function which, from a computational point of view,
impractical. This is not the case for linear coupling only. B
settingv85v9 in Eq. ~A4! one obtains

F~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!5exp@2g~t12t2!1g~t12t3!

2g~t22t3!2g~t12t4!

1g~t22t4!2g~t32t4!#, ~14!

which is identical to Eq.~8.14! of Ref. 36. At this point we
use the expression for the line shape functiong(t;T) from
Ref. 22 which is the sum of a phononic~ph! and electron~el!
contribution:

g~ t;T!5gph~ t;T!1gel~ t;T!, ~15!

where

gph~ t;T!5(
j 51

N

gj
ph~ t;T!, ~16!

gj
ph~ t;T!5Sj$coth~b\v j /2!2e2g j utu/2

3@coth~b\v j /2!cos~v j t !2 i sin~v j t !#%,

~17!

and

gel~ t;T!5gelutu/2, ~18!

whereT is the temperature, not to be confused with a deph
ing time. Insofar as the temperature dependencies ofg j and
gel are concerned, one needs to consider the different me
nisms and feed their temperature dependencies into the
shape functions, which is standard procedure.

We note that the line shape function,g(t;T) defined by
Eq. ~15! and the equations that follow yield a single-s
absorption spectrum, which is given by

s~v;T!5
1

p
ReE

0

`

dt exp@2g~ t;T!1 ivt#, ~19!

for which the ZPL and multiphonon transitions carry Loren
zian profiles. In amorphous hosts structural heterogen
can result in a distribution of frequencies for a Franc
Condon active phonon. The modification of the line sha
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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function required to take into account such inhomogeneit
straightforward. For example, if one desires Voigt profile
one need only multiply exp(2gjutu/2) in Eq. ~17! by
exp(2Dj

2t2/2), whereD j
2 is the variance of the distribution o

v j frequencies.
The impulsive two-pulse echo~IPE! can be calculated by

setting t50 in Eq. ~9!. Using the echo response functio
R(t8,0,t8), obtained from Eq.~14! in Eq. ~9! yields the
integrated impulsive two-pulse echo signal,36 SIPE(t8;T):

SIPE~t8;T!5E
0

`

dt exp@2w2~ t2t8!2#

3exp$22 Re@2g~ t;T!12g~t8;T!

2g~ t1t8;T!#%. ~20!

The time resolved two-pulse echo is

SIPE~ t;t8;T!5exp@2w2~ t2t8!2#

3exp$22 Re@2g~ t;T!12g~t8;T!

2g~ t1t8;T!#%. ~21!

Figure 3 shows 0 K results for a linearly coupled mod
(v j530 cm21, g j520 cm21, gel52.5 cm21 and w564
cm21) for three values ofS: 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5. Integrate
IPE signals calculated with Eq.~20! are given in the left
panel and the corresponding single-site absorption spe

FIG. 3. Impulsive photon echo~IPE! signals calculated with Eq.~20! for a
model system (v j530 cm21, g j520 cm21, gel52.5 cm21, w564 cm21

andT50 K! for S50.01 ~top!, 0.10 ~middle! and 0.50~bottom!. PSB de-
notes phonon sideband. For comparison, the corresponding single-sit
sorption spectra calculated according to Eq.~19! are shown in the right
panel.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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calculated with Eq.~19! in the right panel. ForS50.01, the
ZPL of a width 2.5 cm21 dominates the absorption spectru
as expected for such a smallS value. Correspondingly, mul
tiphonon transitions make a negligible contribution to t
echo signal which is dictated by the ZPL. The decay of
echo signal is single exponential according
exp(22gelt8), where t8 is the time delay, andgel(s

21)
52pcgel(cm21) with gel~cm21!52.5.38 For S50.1, the
~1,0! phonon transition appears in the single-site absorp
spectrum. Its appearance is reflected by that of the fun
mental beat at 1.1 ps which is the period (f j ) for v j530
cm21. IncreasingS to 0.5 results in resolution of the beat du
to sharpening of the feature labeled as PSB~phonon side-
band!. This sharpening or faster~free-induction! decay which
precedes the echo is due to the increase in the Fran
Condon~FC! factors of multiphonon transitions.~The contri-
bution from the slowly decaying ZPL component to the s
nal at;0 ps is negligible.! One half the inverse of the width
of the PSB is an effective or average width for the over
profile of the multiphonon transitions that contribute to t
absorption bandvide infra.The line shape functiong(t;T) of
Eq. ~15! leads to widths for the cold phonon absorption p
gressionnj90→nj850,1, . . . of gel5nj8g j .39 The ~1,0! ab-
sorption transition of Fig. 3 should carry a width of 22
cm21. This was confirmed by ‘‘ruler’’ measurement of th
~1,0! band forS50.5.40 Because the resolved fundamen
beat in the echo signal forS50.5 corresponds to the~1,0!
absorption transition, the width of the beat profile is i
versely proportional to the width of the~1,0! transition. Since
we have definedgel and g j as FWHM contributions, the
width G(s) of the beat equals 221(gel1gph)

21, the inverse
of the decay constant for the beat, where the unit ofgel and
g j is circular frequency. Thus, 221G21 is the width of the
~1,0! absorption transition, as confirmed by ruler measu
ment. @To convert to cm21 one need multiply 221G21 by
(2pc)21.# That gel adds to the homogeneous widths of t
multiphonon transition has a physical basis which is that
phonon levels build on the zero-point vibrational level. Th
phononic transitions cannot be sharper than the ZPL.
question arises as to when the contribution fromgel is neg-
ligible. For typical dye molecules in amorphous solids
liquid helium temperatures it is, sincegel!1 cm21 (T2*
@10 ps!.41,42 However, this situation may not hold at hig
temperatures. For example, the dependence ofgel(T2* ) on
temperature~5–100 K! for APT in glassy water13 and glassy
ethanol14 was satisfactorily explained using the exchan
coupling model of Jackson and Silbey.19 Theoretical extrapo-
lation to room temperature yielded an estimate of;0.3 ps
for T2* for both systems. However, the frequency of the e
change coupling mode for both systems is;50 cm21, which
is considerably higher than observed for dye/polymer a
dye/protein systems. Thus, it is possible that, in certain s
tems,T2* could approach 0.1 ps, which is comparable to
time scales for optical coherence loss and solvation dyn
ics due to low frequency modes that have been reported
dyes in liquids at room temperature.

Figure 4 is a continuation of Fig. 3 withS51.7, which
corresponds to strong coupling. The three-dimensional~3D!
graph calculated with Eq.~21! shows the behavior of the
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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echo along thet5t8 diagonal. Following the rapid decay o
the intense PSB features associated with the overall profil
the multiphonon transitions, the fundamental beat at 1.1
and its first overtone at 2.2 ps are observed.~Since the FC
progression in the frequency domain is periodic inv j , the
beat pattern is periodic with features atf j ,2f j , . . . , where
f j is the period of the fundamental beat, 1.1 ps for the c
at hand.! The time-integrated IPE signal calculated with E
~20! is given in the bottom frame. The width of the PSB
;160 fs which corresponds to a multiphonon profile wid
of 65 cm21 which can be compared withSv j551 cm21,
whereSv j is approximately the expected width.43 Inset A is
the single-site absorption spectrum@Eq. ~19!# with a and b
the one- and two-phonon transitions. The second overt
also appears. Folding of the widths of the phonon transiti
is apparent. The time-integrated signal with the PSB cutof
shown in inset B. The correspondence between the ZPL
the beats and the ZPL and multiphonon transitions in abs
tion is clear.

We next turn to the temperature dependence of the
signal. Figure 5 calculated with Eq.~21! shows results for a
model system withv j525 cm21, S50.30, g j510 cm21,
w564 cm21 and gel(T)58n̄(vq9) cm21, where vq9550
cm21 is the ground state frequency of the exchange coup
mode responsible for the pure electronic dephasing.n̄(vq9) is
the thermal occupation number@exp(\vq9/kT)21#21. This

FIG. 4. Continuation of Fig. 3 withS51.7. The 3D graph is the IPE signa
as a function oft andt8 calculated with Eq.~21!. The time-integrated signa
calculated with Eq.~20! is shown in the lower frame. Inset B, with the PS
cutoff, shows the phonon quantum beats and the slow decay due to the
The single site absorption spectrum calculated with Eq.~19! is given in inset
~A!.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1022 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 2, 8 January 1999 Toutounji, Small, and Mukamel
model system mimics quite closely APT in glassy ethano14

The top, middle and bottom graphs corresponds to 15,
and 100 K, respectively.~Note the changes in time scales!
For comparison of the threet,t8 graphs it is useful to know
the values of the ZPL FC factor which is given b
exp@2S(2n̄vj)11#. They are 0.70, 0.50 and 0.18 for 15, 2
and 100 K. At 15 K the ZPL is strongly allowed andgel

50.07 cm21 which corresponds to an echo decay constan
38 ps21. The ZPL contribution dominates the signal seen
the top graph of Fig. 5. Because of the time scale the P
appears as a sharp spike neart5t850. At 25 K, the FC
factor of the ZPL has decreased by 30% and its width
gel50.50 cm21. Its echo decay constant is 5.3 ps21. Follow-
ing the decay of the PSB, whose amplitude and width h
increased, one observes the one-quantum beat at 1.
which is the period ofv j525 cm21. Its overtone is also
visible and is followed by the relatively slowly decayin
ZPL component. At 50 K the ZPL is barely observable
the scale used in Fig. 5~results not shown!. By 100 K, the
FC factor of the ZPL is only 0.18 andgel57.6 cm21. Its
echo decay constant is 0.35 ps21 which means that the ZPL
component of the decay should appear near the tail of
PSB. However it, as well as the beats, is too weak to
observable in the bottom graph of Fig. 5. The physics c
veyed by Fig. 5 has been observed by Saikanet al. in their
accumulated photon echo~APE! studies of octaethylpor
phine in polystyrene.34

As a final application we present results for the spec

FIG. 5. IPE signals as a function of temperature calculated with Eq.~21! for
a model system@v j525 cm21, S50.30, g j510 cm21, w564 cm21 and
gel(cm21)58n̄(vq9) where vq9550 cm21#. The top, middle and bottom
graphs are for 15, 25 and 100 K, respectively.
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pair absorption band~P870! of the bacterial reaction cente
of Rhodobacter sphaeroides.Photochemical hole burning
studies of P870 revealed that44 it is characterized by strong
electron–phonon coupling involving two modes with fr
quenciesvm530 cm21 and vsp5120 cm21 and Huang–
Rhys factors ofSm51.8 andSsp51.5 ~where sp denotes spe
cial pair andm the mean frequency of low frequency prote
phonons!. Based on the results of Ref. 22 we usedgsp525
cm21, gm520 cm21 and w564 cm21 for the calculations.
More recently, Schellenberget al.35 reported the results o
APE experiments performed on P870 at 1.4 K. Following
fast ~&100 fs! initial decay due to multiphonon excitatio
~our PSB!, they observed a much weaker decay due to
ZPL with a decay constant determined by the primary cha
separation time of 1.9 ps. This time corresponds togel52.5
cm21 which was used in our calculations. An effectiveS
value of 1.7 was determined which most likely correspon
to the 30 cm21 protein phonons identified by hole burning
Quantum beats were not observed in Ref. 35 and, thu
mode frequency~ies! could not be determined. Thus, exce
for gel52.5 cm21, we used the hole burning values for a
parameters.

The results are shown in Fig. 6. The 3D graph calcula
according to Eq.~21! shows five features:~a!–~e! plus the
relatively slowly decaying ZPL but note that feature~a!, due

FIG. 6. Impulsive photon echo signals calculated as Fig. 4 atT50 K for the
special pair absorption band of the bacterial reaction center characterize
two linearly coupled modes (vm530 cm21, gm520 cm21, Sm51.7; vsp

5120 cm21, gsp525 cm21, Ssp51.5; andw564 cm21, gel52.5 cm21).
The 3D graph shows the fast decay due to the PSB~a!, phonon quantum
beats~b!–~e! and the slow decay due to the ZPL. For comparison the tim
integrated signals are shown in the lower frame.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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mainly to the PSB, is cut off. The periods ofvsp5120 cm21

and the combination bandvsp1vm5150 cm21 are 277 and
220 fs. Thus, they are buried by the PSB. The signal in
lower frame with the feature att'0 labeled as PSB is time
integrated@Eq. ~20!#. The width of the PSB is 54 fs which
corresponds to a width of 196 cm21 for the multiphonon
profile in the frequency domain. This value is close to t
anticipated approximate value ofSmvm1Sspvsp5231 cm21.
Features~b!–~d! can be assigned as follows:~b!, ~c! and ~e!
are the first, second and fourth overtones of the fundame
quantum beat of the special pair mode while beat~d! is due
to both the fundamental beat of the 30 cm21 mode with a
period of 1.1 ps and the third harmonic of the special p
fundamental beat~see inset of bottom frame!. With Fig. 6 the
difficulty in observing the ZPL decay component and t
quantum beats for strong electron–phonon coupling is ap
ent ~see also Fig. 5!. As mentioned, Schellenberget al. were
able to detect the relatively weak ZPL component. Howev
quantum beats are not evident in their time-integrated e
signal, whereas Fig. 6 indicates that if the ZPL componen
observed, quantum beats should also be observed. A li
reason for the discrepancy is that in the APE experim
;100 fs pulses with a width of;7 nm were used to pump
P870 considerably to the red of its absorption maxim
where the probability of exciting the 120 cm21 special pair
mode is low. This would significantly suppress the quant
beats seen in Fig. 6. In addition, it has been suggested
the one-phonon absorption due to a single mode at 120 c21

could be due to two or more modes in the vicinity of 1
cm21.45,46 This would have the effect of washing out th
structure especially if the damping constants were sign
cantly less than 25 cm21.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new expression for the third-order response funct
for finite temperatures was obtained for a chromoph
whose phonon modes exhibit linear electron–phonon c
pling. The line shape functiong(t;T) from Ref. 22 used in
the response functions includes phonon damping (g j ) and
pure electronic dephasing (gel). In that paper it was shown
that g(t;T) yields physically reasonable single-site abso
tion and hole-burned spectra in whichgel contributes to the
widths of the phononic transitions and folding of the widt
of phonon progression members occurs. Applications of
nonlinear response functions were made to the IPE. Ca
lated IPE signals for model systems and the special pair b
of the bacterial reaction clearly revealed the initial fast de
due to the envelope of multiphonon transitions, quant
beats and the decay of the fundamental beat and the d
due to dephasing of the ZPL and how these features dep
on the strength of the electron–phonon coupling and te
perature. Based on the results of Ref. 22 it was expected
pure electronic dephasing would contribute to the decay
the quantum beats and this is indeed the case. It was
gested that13 this contribution could be significant at room
temperature for systems whose modes are sufficiently un
damped. The features of the echo profiles/signals were
related with those of single site absorption spectra which
Downloaded 07 Mar 2001 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject 
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closely related to hole-burned spectra. The correlations il
trate the complementarity of photon echo and hole burn
spectroscopies.

As discussed in Refs. 13, 14 and 20, the combination
temperature-dependent hole burning and echo studies o
tical coherence loss of chromophores in glasses and the
responding liquids should lead to a much better understa
ing of the inertial modes of liquids responsible for ultrafa
dephasing. Our response functions can be helpful in s
studies. The question arises as to what types of ch
mophores are best suited for such studies. The answe
rigid molecules devoid of FC active low frequencyintramo-
lecular modes that can interfere with the low frequency i
ertial ~librational! modes of interest. In addition, the linea
electron–phonon coupling of such a chromophore in
glass should be weak so that the zero-phonon hole and
phonon sideband structure can be studied up to a temper
sufficiently high to allow for convincing theoretical interpre
tation of the data. Examples of such a system are A
phthalocyanine tetrasulphonate in glassy water and etha
Other phthalocyanines as well as rhodamine and oxa
dyes should also be suitable. Cyanine dyes such as IR
which was used in Ref. 20, should be avoided.

The nonlinear response functions can be used to pre
finite pulse measurements47 but at the expense of muc
longer computational times. Using finite pulses the echo s
nal can be determined as a function of the pump frequenc
it is tuned from the low to high energy sides of the abso
tion band. The frequency domain analogue of this has b
reported with hole burning of the special pair band of t
bacterial reaction center.44

A temperature-dependent four-point correlation functi
without damping was calculated for a system whose mo
are both linearly and quadratically coupled and used to ill
trate quantum beats due to the quadratic coupling which p
duces a mode frequency change upon electronic excita
The intensities of such beats are strongly temperature de
dent and, therefore, can be distinguished from beats du
linearly coupled modes. Inclusion of phonons dampi
should be possible but would result in a four-point corre
tion function of very considerable complexity. A solution fo
the linear response function is given in Ref. 22.
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APPENDIX

Here we outline the derivation ofF(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4) in the
Condon approximation is outlined. The four-point corre
tion function is given by:
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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F~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!

5^eiH gt1 /\eiH e~t22t1!/\eiH g~t32t2!/\

3eiH e~t42t3!/\e2 iH gt4\rg&. ~A1!

Following Ref. 22, where coherent states for the phonon fi
rather than number states were used to evaluate the two-
correlation function, we use the following closure relati
for coherent states to evaluate Eq.~A1!:

1

pE d2z
uz&^zu
^zuz&

51, ~A2!

whered2z5d(Rez)d Im(z). Applying Eq.~A2! to Eq. ~A1!
yields

F~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!5
1

QpE2`

` d2z

^zuz&
^zueiH gt1\eiH e~t22t1!/\

3eiH g~t32t2!/\e2 i 8Hgt4 /\e2bHguz&,

~A3!

whereQ[Tr(e2bHg). Evaluation of the integral in Eq.~A3!
leads to (V50)

F~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!5
exp~2b\v9/2!

Q
expS 1

2
i ~v92v8!

3~t121t34!3b1
21 exp~b1

21b21b3! D ,

~A4!
wheret i j 5t i2t j and

b1[12eiv8~t212t34!2b\v91 iv9t1eiv9~t342t2!, ~A5!

b2[Seffe
2b\v9@2e2 iv9t4

1eiv8t432 iv9t42eiv8t431 iv9~t322t4!

1eiv8~t211t43!1 iv9~t322t4!#@2eiv9t11eiv8t211 iv9t1

2eiv8t211 iv9~t122t3!1eiv8~t212t34!1 iv9~t121t3!#, ~A6!

and

b3[Seff~221eiv8t211eiv8t431eiv9t32

2eiv8t211 iv9t322eiv8t431 iv9t32!, ~A7!

where the effective Huang–Rhys factorSeff is given by Eq.
~8!.
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